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BURNAGE COUNTY PRIMARY SCHOOL – THE ACACIAS

I attended the school from 1959 until 1965

Headmasters: George W. Nelson, Mr. John A. Brockbank and Mr. Les Jones

Teachers: Miss West, Miss Crowson, Miss Hyde, Mrs Horsefield, Mrs Gass, Mrs Skinner, 
Mrs Gallocher, Miss Secombe/Mrs Heaton, Miss Fish, Mrs Sillitoe, Mr Owen, Mr Girling 
and Mr Armitage.

Caretaker: Mr Hardy and his wife.

Pupil contemporaries: Geoffrey Cook, Michael Williamson, Malcolm Elam, Howard 
Welch, Ian Hornsey, David Fildes, Leslie Johnstone, Graham Worsley, David Threlfall, 
Andrew Higgins, Paul Gerrard, Paul Collins, Andrew Jones, George Howard, Neil Cash, 
Robert Taylor, Wendy Ainsworth, Barbara Johnson, Kay Lawton, Victoria Saycell, Helen 
Cook, Karen Lewis, Sally and Catherine Knight, Caroline Morrell, Gina Cravetto, Anne 
Palmer, Judith Beesley, Janet Garner.

MEMORIES

Miss West, my first teacher, was one of the few teachers to have a car – a duck-egg blue 
Austin Cambridge (or maybe a Morris Oxford – they had similar bodies). She had neat, curly 
auburn hair, earrings and an invariably kind face. She was particularly kind to me as a scared 
new pupil. I remember the tiny chairs in Miss West’s classroom, on which we hung bags 
made by our mothers and embroidered with our names. We also played in the  Wendy house 
in the corner of the classroom.

The following year brought about a change that older children had delighted in frightening us
about. We exchanged the relaxed introduction to school life that was Miss West’s class for the
start of academic grind next door with the formidable Miss Crowson. Green suit, sensible 
shoes, gold rimmed glasses, hair in a severe bun….and no nonsense. Any boy who 
transgressed would have his short trouser leg lifted and a sharp slap administered to his thigh.
Any complaint to parents about this treatment would be met with “Well, you no doubt 
deserved it!” Parents in those days deferred to teachers and school authorities rather than 
challenging them!

My education continued with Mrs Horsefield, whom I used to see walking down Milwain 
Road  on her way to and from school. Most of the teachers lived within walking or cycling 
distance of the school, and shopped locally. This wasn’t a particular problem in those days. 
Parents encountering teachers in the post office or greengrocers were likely just to wish them 
good morning, rather than haranguing them about their son’s or daughter’s latest marks. I 
suppose that it was all part of the respect that teachers and schools enjoyed at that time. 



Nowadays, the teachers of my acquaintance tend to live an adequate distance from their 
workplaces!

Mrs Horsefield was a short lady, but always immaculately dressed – she favoured pink suits, 
bright pink lipstick and shiny black shoes and handbag. For years after I left The Acacias, she
would ask my mother about me and what I was doing when they met in the local shops. 
During my time at the Acacias, I used to walk to school and I would often see Mrs Horsefield
walking to or from her house. But I would never catch up and walk with her. She was a 
TEACHER and therefore far too scary to walk and chat with!

My next teacher was Mrs Gass, whose sister, Mrs Skinner, also taught at the school. Mrs 
Gass was one of the school pianists, both in morning assembly and for singing lessons. We 
used to have red books full of traditional songs. Mrs Gass would play the piano and teach us 
the songs. A particular favourite of hers was “The Golden Vanity,” a rather morbid account of
a sailing ship and the death of its cabin boy as a result of the captain’s treachery – “but on the 
deck he died, and they sewed him in his hammock, which was so large and wide, and they 
lowered him overboard, but he drifted with the tide….etc.” Mrs Gass never ticked correct 
answers in our maths books; they were always marked with a large red “R” for some reason –
the only teacher I have ever seen do this! 

Miss Secombe was a young teacher at the school and became Mrs Heaton during my time 
there. This caused great interest among the pupils, who heard about all the preparati ons and 
the ceremony. She also stunned children used to small black and white photographs of family 
holidays by bringing in colour slides (what were slides?) of her honeymoon in the Scilly Isles
and showing them to us on a large screen in a darkened room. It was like being at the cinema,
but with someone you knew up there on the screen. Mrs Heaton had the large classroom up 
the stairs just near Miss Crowson’s room. It had no windows to distract us from lessons, but 
had a large wall facing the playground and we would play “wall-ee” against this at playtime –
one person bounced a tennis ball at an angle off the wall, and the other person had to run and 
catch it, and vice versa. 

Miss Fish – blonde curly hair and no nonsense – had one of the classrooms at the top of the 
main staircase in the original house. (Mrs Skinner and the formidable Mrs Sillitoe had the 
others.) To get to her classroom, we had to process in from the playground, along the 
corridor, up the stairs by the staff room, through the cloakroom and then up the main 
staircase. Senior pupils monitored our behaviour in the cloakroom and on the stairs. They 
were over-zealous. Merely touching a coat peg in the cloakroom would be deemed “swinging
on the pegs,” and the offender would be sent round again. This occasionally led to heated 
argument between wronged pupil and monitor, which would attract swift staff intervention 
from the adjacent staffroom. 

My final teacher at the school was Charles R. Armitage (known to all as “Armo”). Looking at
the front of the old house, he had the downstairs classroom to the left of the main door (never 
used by pupils.) He drove an orange Renault 4, which might have suggested an affinity with 
France. However, while some other primary schools were innovative and introduced French 
lessons for final year pupils, the Acacias went one better and introduced German lessons, 



which Armo taught. This was all the more surprising since we were only twenty years after 
the end of World War Two, and many people were still prejudiced against anything German. I
remember telling an uncle who had fought in the War that we were being taught German at 
school, and his reaction veered between incredulity and fury.

Anyway, the parents didn’t seem to object, and, in addition to the traditional book methods, 
we also learned German by the then innovative method of listening to LP records of native 
German speakers, following the conversations in accompanying booklets and repeating the 
phrases. When it was time for our German lesson, Michael Williamson would be instructed to
go and get the record player and the records – “Williamson – der plattenspieler und die 
platten bitte.” 

The booklets featured an engaging little dachshund called “Lumpi.” There would be a picture 
of Lumpi, and the record would say “Ist das Onkle Ernst…….nein, das ist Lumpi,” which we 
would then gleefully yell out in echo. Sadly, although I subsequently learned French and 
Latin at my next school, I never took my primary German any further, and on trips in later 
life to Germany and Switzerland, the times when I needed to say to people “Ist das Onkle 
Ernst….nein, das ist Lumpi” were unfortunately few and far between. To be fair, however, we
also learned quite a lot of basic conversational German in addition to following Lumpi’s 
antics!

I have a feeling that Armo had quite an affinity for things German. He would occasionally 
speak German to us at other times – we were not allowed to go home until everyone was 
quiet. There was a large wall clock behind his desk and he would shout “Ruhig – Ich kann 
nicht die wanduhr ticken horen” (Silence – I cannot hear the wallclock tick) and we would 
have to settle down and be silent before he would release us.

Mr Armitage was also in charge of making sure the school bell was rung at the appropriate 
times. The switch for this was high on the wall outside his classroom. Geoffrey Cook 
(striking in a green leather waistcoat and the only one tall enough to reach the switch) would 
be instructed at the necessary times to go out and switch on the bell for the regulation period 
of time – no more, no less.

For most of my time at The Acacias the Headmaster was Mr Nelson. Not particularly tall, of 
slim build and with swept back white hair, three piece suit and gold watch chain, what he 
lacked in physical stature he made up in presence and authority. We were scared of him. His 
study was on the first floor, off a small corridor next to Miss Fish’s room, and it overlooked 
the front lawn – the quietest part of the school grounds. His contact with pupils was limited – 
he didn’t regularly teach a class – and this, together with the rumoured presence in his room 
of The Strap for punishment, only added to his mystique. I don’t remember anyone actually 
being given the strap, but it was a powerful deterrent to the more unruly. A lesser punishment 
was to be told to go and Stand Outside the Headmaster’s Room. 

I only transgressed sufficiently seriously to merit the latter punishment on one occasion. It 
was in Miss Fish’s class, and I had some argument with another boy as everyone was leaving 
for playtime. I had recently been to the circus and seen how the liontamer picked up a chair 



and pointed the legs towards the lions to subdue them. I tried this with one of the classroom 
chairs, and advanced towards the boy. He did likewise with another chair. All of a sudden, 
Miss Fish yelled at us to put the chairs down and Go and Stand Outside the Headmaster’s 
Study. Heads down, we both shuffled off to stand outside Mr Nelson’s room, hoping that he 
might be ill or away at a meeting or anywhere but inside. A few minutes later, he appeared 
round the corner, causing us both to jump. We were then ushered into his room and, under his
piercing and unsmiling gaze, questioned about what we had done. Almost in tears, I 
explained that I was not about to throw the chair, as Miss Fish had thought, but simply 
intended it as a gesture to my adversary, who was similarly contrite. We were dismissed back 
to class, gaining some consolation by being surrounded by our classmates, all eager to know 
the lurid details of our punishment.

Mr Nelson used to take morning assembly. This was the then almost universal start to the 
British school day – a hymn, bible reading, prayers and notices. We did not have hymn 
books. The hymns were printed in a large flipchart book, which was hung over an easel on 
the hall stage. It was not secured to the easel in any way, and generations of teachers wrestled
valiantly each morning with it – a hymn near the front of the book, and all the weight of the 
book would be at the front of the easel, and the whole thing would often slide to the floor. A 
hymn at the back of the book, and it would be likely to disappear off the back of the easel – 
sometimes during the singing of the hymn. Not surprisingly, this caused great anticipation 
and amusement among the assembled pupils. On one occasion, a teacher got so cross trying 
to wrestle with the contraption that both book and easel fell off the stage onto the hall floor 
with a massive and satisfying crash. Mr Nelson was Not Amused.

I only did the bible reading once in morning assembly. The walk from the rear of the hall, 
climbing the stage steps and standing in front of all was like the march to the scaffold, and I 
could not have been more terrified. Knees shaking (obvious as all the boys wore short 
trousers) I somehow got through it and fled back to the obscurity of my class.

Several of the teachers played the piano for assembly. One – I think it was Mrs Gallocher – 
was a bit of a demon pianist, and I used to enjoy the fast and furious pieces she would play 
for everyone to vacate the hall at the end of assembly. 

The Hall itself served several purposes. It was used for morning assembly. It was also used 
for P.E. – apparatus would be assembled from around the Hall and from the dark recesses 
under the stage. And at midday, the Hall became the Dining Hall. Pupils in Mrs Gass’s class 
would see the large red Manchester Education Committee van arrive during the morning from
the central kitchen. All sizes and shapes of tins and containers would be unloaded, and 
appetizing smells would enter the classroom. I never knew whether the food was as good as it
smelled, for I always went home for “dinner” (i.e. lunch), collected in my infant years by my 
mother, but soon making the trip on my own, and likely to be delayed by the toyshop window
on the way.

Another delivery which interested the mechanically minded among the pupils was the coke 
delivery which periodically added to the pile outside Miss Hyde’s and Mrs Horsefield’s 
classrooms. A large conveyor belt would swing out from the rear of the delivery lorry and a 



rain of coke would darken the air, flung up onto the top of the pile. Pupils did not normally 
have access to this area, but we were, in any event, strictly forbidden from playing on the 
coke pile. The caretaker, Mr Hardy, supervised the heating of the school and other such 
matters, together with his wife. The toilets and washrooms (unheated) were also their domain,
and we would often come across them putting out roughly cut chunks of red carbolic soap on 
washbasins. Many years later, I took my children to Ironbridge, and there was carbolic soap 
for sale in the recreated grocer’s shop there. I bought some, and the merest sniff puts me right
back in the boys’ toilets next to Miss West’s classroom.

The school was, of course, built around a rather imposing house, and the legacy of this was a 
number of interesting areas that pupils did not usually visit. Next to the staff room was the 
doorway down to the cellars, which I only visited once, being seriously impressed at how 
much more extensive they were than the cellars at home.

Leading on from Mr Nelson’s doorway, the corridor led to what I assume were the original 
servants’ stairs. These led on to a number of small attic rooms, used periodically for medicals,
when we would all be examined by the school doctor – eyesight checked, tongue depressed 
with wooden spatula and height and weight recorded. These attic rooms also served another 
purpose. Whilst we all took the dreaded Eleven Plus, a number of us also took the entrance 
exams for direct grant grammar schools – in the case of the boys, Manchester Grammar 
School and William Hulme’s Grammar School. The pupils taking these exams were given 
extra coaching in one of the attic rooms by Mr Owen, formerly a full-time teacher at the 
Acacias. I wrestled with the tasks that Mr Owen set, and, back at home, there was no respite 
for my parents were similarly determined that their only child should do well. Those much 
loved maths problems where “ten men build a wall in five days, so how long would it take 
two men” would be met with my father impressing on me “Find out what ONE man does!!” 
Anyway, whilst the rarefied precincts of MGS eluded me, I did go to William Hulme’s, taking
comfort from the oft-quoted maxim that “MGS produces scholars, but William Hulme’s 
produces gentlemen.” I also greatly relieved my parents by getting a free place at William 
Hulme’s – this was a scheme that seems unbelievable in these days of cash-strapped councils 
whereby the council paid all my fees for attending William Hulme’s, right from the first year 
through to the end of the sixth form….. Manchester ratepayers funding elite education – you 
can imagine the reaction nowadays, but anyone who was intelligent enough could get a free 
place, and my parents were certainly too poor to have paid fees for me. However, people 
understandably have strong views about education and privilege, so let’s leave it there and 
return to The Acacias!

Summer weather seemed more consistent in those days and a succession of hot days in the 
summer term would find pupils and teachers struggling to concentrate on lessons. Eventually,
infant and junior teachers would give up the unequal battle with stifling classrooms and 
announce to their classes “Let’s go on the field.” We would then take our chairs and march 
over to one of the groups of trees on the field, arrange the chairs round the teacher and enjoy 
a pleasant lesson in the shade. 



The large area of tarmac next to the field also served as our training ground for the Cycling 
Proficiency test. Initially, we wobbled along, steering with one hand while signalling left or 
right with the other, but we soon became expert at this, and at weaving our bikes in and out of
a line of cones, and other tests. Came the day of the test, and most of us passed, to receive an 
imposing certificate and an enamel badge, to be worn proudly on blazers.

The trees at the entrance gate would also yield interesting yellow caterpillars at certain times 
of the year. We searched for these and transferred them to matchboxes begged from parents. 
We were careful to add some leaves of the relevant trees and to make air holes in the 
matchboxes, but the caterpillars usually escaped or died, and I don’t think anyone ever saw 
chrysalis or emerging butterfly.

In the more senior classes, the school provided biros for us to write with. We were not 
allowed to keep them and, when not in use, they lived in yellow plastic containers with the 
name “Bic” on the side at the front of the class. The pens were stuck into holes on the top of 
the container, the result resembling a sort of stylised hedgehog. A few members of the class 
were inveterate chewers of the ends of these pens with the result that some were chiselled to 
lethal sharpness and there would be a rush to the front of the class at the start of the lesson in 
order to get one that was not likely to cause damage.

Sometimes we would be ushered into Mrs Skinner’s room to watch television! There were a 
number of special programmes for schools, and The Acacias boasted the largest television 
that I had ever seen – black and white, of course – but far larger than the one we had at home.
It had a wooden case, with doors, and sat atop a metal framework so that it was sufficiently 
high up that it could be seen by the whole class. We didn’t get to watch television in school 
time very often, and it always felt a slightly guilty pleasure, even when the programmes were 
strictly academic!

Mrs Sillitoe lived with her husband on Burnage Lane. He was a chiropodist, a fact announced
by a large engraved plate on the gatepost. My parents and I were amazed to see this plate on 
television one evening. Mr Sillitoe’s surname and his occupation (which seemed to fit his 
name so well) featured in the comedy names item on Esther Rantzen’s programme “That’s 
Life.” Burnage was famous!

I lived with my parents in Grange Avenue, Levenshulme – just within the catchment area for 
The Acacias. I was often left in no doubt by my classmates living in Burnage that I lived “on 
the wrong side of the tracks” (Quite appropriately, as the old Great Central line from Gorton 
to Trafford Park seems to have been the parish dividing line.) Burnage with its semis and 
Garden Village was considered to be posh compared to Levenshulme and its rows of terraces.

Next door to us in Grange Avenue lived a large family with eight children. They had a dog 
called (for some reason) Grouse. Grouse was a traditional corgi, save that he had been 
allowed to keep his tail. When the children were at school, Grouse spent most of his time 
chained to a large kennel (converted from an old trunk by cutting a door in the end) in their 
spacious garage. Having watched “Lassie” on television, and read Enid Blyton’s “Shadow the
Sheepdog,” I desperately wanted a dog of my own, but our family circumstances made it 



impossible. As the next best thing, my mother arranged with the neighbours that, on my way 
back home for dinner, I could collect Grouse, bring him in to our house for titbits, and then 
take him for a walk round the Avenue before returning him to the neighbours on my way 
back to school in the afternoon.

Not surprisingly, Grouse got very bored with being chained up for a lot of the day. He was an 
intelligent dog, and whenever he could escape, he would. This usually involved him working 
his head out of the chain around his neck, and then making off across the gardens until 
eventually recaptured by a neighbour. One day, my mother had to come to school to see a 
teacher for some reason. Grouse chose that moment to escape, and followed her scent to 
school. He entered the building just as the classes were emptying for lunch. He must have 
thought it was Christmas. Dogs were forbidden from the school premises, and suddenly 
dozens of children all wanted to make a fuss of him and play with him. Chaos ensued. He ran
down corridors and into classrooms, chased by the children. He dodged into the Hall, no 
doubt attracted by the smells of food, and dived beneath the serving tables between the legs 
of the dinner ladies. Teachers raced to catch him. However, Grouse was a past master at 
evading capture, and dodged the grasping hands with ease. Alerted by the commotion, I 
looked down from the first floor in amazement to see the next-door dog where he definitely 
should not be, and then joined in the chase to try and catch him. My poor mother tried to 
explain to teachers that, yes, she knew the dog and yes, it must have followed her, but it 
really wasn’t her fault, and she had no more idea than anyone else how to catch it. Mr Nelson 
came out of his study to investigate, and his expression made it perfectly clear that this was 
not a laughing matter, and that he expected Something To Be Done about it. Eventually, 
children were called away, and a panting Grouse was encouraged to come to me for a large 
bowl of water, which he drank greedily. He was then secured with a skipping rope from the 
PE store, and my mother had to walk him home, after one of the best days of his life. I’m sure
most of the staff did not believe my mother, and thought that the unruly miscreant actually 
belonged to us.

Starting in Miss West’s class, we were conscious that we were the youngest and that there 
were classes of bigger, cleverer and scarier children all above us. We kept quiet and mostly 
out of their way. It seemed an age until the first year was over and, in September, we acquired
a degree of superiority with the influx of a new class for Miss West. It gradually got better 
with each passing year, until we were the senior year, who could look down on a schoolful of 
younger children….and then we went on to secondary education, and became bottom of the 
pile again!

One of the fun occasions of our last year at the Acacias was Friday afternoon’s trip to the 
Baths. An asthmatic Manchester Corporation double decker would turn up at the rear gate, 
there would be a race (in spite of instructions to the contrary) to secure the front seats upstairs
and with great grinding of gears, we would set off for Levenshulme Baths. Up the steps, 
through the ancient, clicking turnstile and into the warm, steamy, chlorine atmosphere….the 
changing cubicles around the pool and then shivering on the side until the shock of the first 
cold jump into the water, after which it miraculously became quite warm and pleasant. The 
Baths were presided over by the swimming instructor, Mr Hinks, who quickly armed us with 



white polystyrene floats and basic technique. I liked swimming. I liked paddling the length of
the pool on my back, trying not to bump into people and looking up at the wide gallery which
ran round the pool at first floor level. This contained a number of larger cubicles which 
carried on one of the original aims of these “public baths” – each cubicle had an ordinary 
bath in it, and for an old penny or two, you could collect a piece of soap and a rough towel 
from the reception, and go and have a bath. I only ever saw a handful of people do this. By 
the early 1960s, most houses had acquired bathrooms, baths had ceased to be needed to store 
coal, and those using the public baths for their original purpose were looked down upon by 
their neighbours….a sure way, in Britain, to kill off any habit!

I liked swimming so much that I started to have extra private lessons with Mr Hinks on a 
Saturday morning. One of my classmates had similar lessons at High Street Baths with the 
renowned Mr Branker, and there was considerable rivalry between us as to who progressed 
more quickly. I got my Junior Swimmer badge, but then went to a grammar school that 
required pupils to attend on a Saturday morning, and my swimming came to an end while I 
had to watch my friend progress through the Bronze, Silver and Gold badges of the 
Swimming Teachers’ Association, learning to dive down in the deep end for the large, black 
rubber brick and to divest himself of pyjamas in the water and other such feats.

Another fun school occasion was the Christmas Party. Whilst some details elude me (did we 
watch films? I have a vague memory that we did) I know that it was eagerly anticipated for 
weeks. Classrooms were decorated and a plea went out to parents for sandwiches, cakes and 
other foodstuffs. My mother rose to the challenge magnificently. Sandwiches (egg, potted 
beef, Princes salmon spread, and ham) would be made, squares of sponge cut and spread with
strawberry jam, and others covered with pink icing, and red jelly poured into dozens of 
individual waxed moulds to set on the windowsill. On the appointed day, my father would 
produce several shallow cardboard trays and the feast (or rather our contribution to it) would 
be carefully packed in greaseproof paper with the jellies carefully wedged so that they did not
tip over. Other parents would be seen toiling up the school drive with similar boxes and we 
would compare parental contributions, our competition for individual prestige momentarily 
suspended by united condemnation (under our breath) of anyone whose parents contributed 
little or, unthinkable, nothing! The food was shared within classes and a hugely enjoyable 
party ensued….with teachers ceasing to be strict and almost friendly! And, best of all, this 
was only the start of Christmas celebrations. We all still had the family ones to look forward 
to!

During my time at The Acacias, Mr Nelson retired with due ceremony. We then had a 
temporary Headmaster, a Mr Brockbank. The school was then seized by the scruff of the neck
and shaken vigorously by the arrival of its new Head, Les Jones. Mr Jones came with form. 
He had been appointed Headmaster of an inner city school in Every Street, Ardwick, and his 
achievements there with altogether unpromising material had been noticed and lauded 
throughout the city. Why did he come to the Acacias? As a mere pupil, I never found out – 
there were no parent/teacher associations in those days. Perhaps he fancied a less challenging 
post. However, there was no hint of that when he burst upon my final year and indeed no hint 



of it in what I have read of his subsequent time at the school. Perhaps he just wanted a 
different type of challenge.

One immediate consequence of his arrival was the introduction of school outings. We, who 
had never been further with the school than Levenshulme Baths, suddenly found that we were
off the Chester Zoo. Taken by sleek coach, fed in the large room upstairs of a posh Chester 
restaurant, and conducted around the famous zoo, we were amazed that this was actually part 
of school. Going to the zoo, being fed, not paying anything, on a school day……were we 
dreaming? We came down to earth just a little bit when asked next day to produce the 
obligatory “My Day at the Zoo,” but Mr Jones was clearly a different type of Headmaster, 
and we approved!

My main friends at school were Leslie Johnstone, Graham Worsley and Iain Hornsey. Leslie 
and Graham lived in Linden Road, and I remember that the Worsley family had a magnificent
train set upstairs at their house, of which I was very envious! Malcolm Elam’s family lived in 
Lynton Drive, and had a remarkable clockwork ‘O’ gauge railway, which would be worth a 
great deal today. Michael Williamson was a well-built lad, and we consequently nicknamed 
him “Primo” after the cuddly character advertising Lyons Tea on TV at the time. Michael 
visited our house once and experimented with one of my father’s golf balls, aiming it with all 
his strength at a plank of wood to see how high it would bounce. I remember watching as it 
sailed upwards in a graceful arc, straight through our large kitchen window! 

I have often wondered what happened to all my contemporaries. One, of course, did become 
famous, and that was David Threlfall. Some years ago, I was passing the Royal Exchange 
theatre in Manchester, and I saw the name David Threlfall on the flyers. Could it be the 
same? I had a quick look at the publicity photographs, and there was enough of a 
resemblance to the boy in my memory to convince me that it was the same. Since then, he has
appeared on television and stage and become well-known. However, I don’t remember him 
getting involved in drama at the Acacias. He was certainly dramatic, however, on the football 
field. “Threlly” was probably the best footballer at the Acacias when I was there, and 
certainly the most powerful. I was not a sportsman and was usually sent to be a full back, 
where I could hopefully do the least damage. To see Threlly powering down the wing towards
me did not inspire me to do anything other than get swiftly out of the way!

Towards the end of the summer term, lessons became less formal, and teachers and pupils 
became demob happy, anticipating the long summer holiday. At the end of the term, we spent 
a final day in our familiar classrooms with the teacher whom we had got used to, and then it 
was on to a new classroom, and a new form teacher – different views from the windows, a 
new desk and the apprehension of new and harder lessons. But that was in the future. For the 
moment, it was holiday time, and we could ignore fears about next year! 

……..But the holidays seemed to go too quickly, and we were soon back. Haircut, new 
clothes, new shoes, new exercise books – it took quite a while for it all to become familiar 
again. And the school buildings reflected this. During the summer, they had been thoroughly 
cleaned, windows and doors painted and all the wooden floors sanded and re-varnished. For 
me, the start of the new school year was inevitably associated with the smells of paint and 



varnish. It took a few weeks for the newness to wear off, for the skirting boards to be scuffed 
again and for the building to feel lived-in and welcoming.

I did keep sporadic diaries when I was at The Acacias, and some of the entries may be of 
interest:

1964

8th January : English with Mrs Gass. Reading and Nature with Mr Armitage

13th January : Library with Miss Fish

15th January : Class Reading and Nature with Mr Armitage

16th January : Morning: Sums and Composition

                       Afternoon : PE - Mr Girling had forgotten about forward rolls; I was glad.

(I quite enjoyed PE – the exercises, balancing on beams etc – and then Mr Girling had to go 
and spoil it all by introducing us to the forward roll. Nothing to it, I thought. Tuck the head 
down and roll forward. Except that I did not roll forward. I collapsed to the side, and the Hall 
spun round at odd angles until I managed to sit up again, dizzy, with a sore neck. Another 
go….and the same thing happened and continued to happen, much to the amusement of my 
classmates and the despair of Mr Girling. Other, shorter, boys had no problem, and the girls, 
of course, breezed through it. I retired to the side benches in shame. As ever, my parents were
keen to help. A space was cleared in the lounge at home, and many cushions put on the floor, 
but to no avail. I came to view PE lessons with the same enthusiasm as a visit to the dentist. 
However, some months, and many abortive attempts, later, my diary records “RED LETTER 
DAY – I learned to do a forward roll at last!” Mr Girling quit while he was ahead, and I was 
never asked to progress to handstands or anything else more demanding.

Incidentally, there was a great temptation for me to blame the PE mats for my failure to 
master the forward roll. The school had just started to acquire one or two soft green spongey 
rubber mats, but the majority were the old bristly orange mats – they looked and felt like the 
sort that you wiped your feet on when you came home – stiff, prickly and scratchy, 
particularly when you tucked your head in to do a forward roll and the bristles scratched your
exposed neck! They had been compressed by generations of children and offered little give 
when you landed on them. They also tended to moult fibres and small chunks of bristles all 
over the floor, so that the Hall had to be thoroughly swept after every PE lesson.)

21st January : Sums and Composition on “An island city.”

22nd January : Had English with Mrs Gass. She was not pleased with our work.

27th January : Back to school. Nothing surprising. Played football against the girls. Lost 5-2.

31st January : Morning : Took the Sums part of the 10 Plus

                      Afternoon : Took the Intelligence part of the 10 Plus



Sadly, I did not keep a comprehensive diary; it would have been interesting.

I always walked home for lunch. Out of the school gates, the first diversion would be to walk 
along the low front walls of the Grosvenor Garage next to the school. Having progressed to 
the Babies’ Hospital, we would dare each other to run from one entrance through the hospital 
grounds and then out the other. It seemed very daring at the time! I would then pause at the 
row of shops opposite the other hospital site. There was a toy shop which claimed my 
attention, and a greengrocers, bakers (Robinson’s?) and chemists amongst other shops. Like 
most rows of shops of the time, it also contained a ladies fashion shop. These fashion shops 
didn’t seem to have any customers – at least I never saw any. They were usually run by a 
couple of ladies of a certain age and the shop window mannequins would sport the latest 
fashions of about two years previously, behind yellow cellophane to stop the sun fading them,
which actually meant that no-one could see their true colours. Perhaps that’s why no-one ever
seemed to go in and out. My mother certainly never went in, preferring instead to shop in 
Manchester at Lewis’s, Pauldens or the dreaded C and A (known to all as “Coats and ’ats”  - 
where I would have to suffer for what seemed like hours while she tried on every hat in the 
place!)

The appearance of the sun would also prompt most of the local shopkeepers to come out of 
their shops with long poles, and pull down the canvas roller blinds that formed part of the 
shop fascias. These would shade the window displays and stop the shops getting too hot from
the sun.

The chemist in this row of shops was run by Mr Morris. He became the first port of call for 
my family and many others in the locality if we had any ailment. Like most houses of that 
time, ours did not have central heating. Each winter, my father used to develop a persistent 
cough, and he would go and see Mr Morris. The chemist would produce a bottle of brown 
liquid of his own manufacture, which was simply called “D379” on the label. If I ever 
removed the top and sniffed it, my eyes would water, but it seemed to do the trick for my 
father, although it has to be said that he didn’t bother with measured teaspoonfuls, preferring 
instead to take a couple of swigs from the bottle! If I ever had a childhood cough, Mr Morris 
would produce a small bottle of bright red cherry flavoured mixture, wonderfully sweet and 
soothing. Mr Morris was large, with a youthful looking chubby face and almost completely 
bald. He habitually wore a spotless white coat and had a calming, professional manner and a 
ready smile. The shop was clearly successful, for during my childhood  he embarked on a 
major redesign, putting in large picture windows at the front and a modern interior for the 
increasing clientele. It came as a massive shock when my father told me that he had 
committed suicide – the first time in my life that someone I had known reasonably well had 
died, and that by his own hand. It shook me up for days afterwards, wondering what drove 
him to it when he appeared so steady.

The greengrocers in the row was owned by the Collins family during my early childhood. 
There were three children – Anthony, Christine and Andrew. Christine used to come and play 
with me and we were good friends. It was another shock when she told me that they were 



moving, and all the way to Lostwithiel in Cornwall. Not surprisingly, but sadly, we 
completely lost touch with each other. 

Next to The Acacias was a small parade of shops. The first one became Mark Down – a sort 
of small supermarket, and next to that was a wonderful sweet shop, frequented by most of the
school pupils. Sherbet spaceships, red liquorice laces, humbugs and pungent aniseed balls – 
none of which helped me to stay out of the clutches of Evil Dentist In Fallowfield. (That’s 
another story – suffice it to say that he kicked me out as a patient after I bit him with malice 
aforethought on the thumb!)

 Then there was the post office. I rarely went in there, although I remember plucking up my 
courage to go in and buy a tortoise brooch with large fake rubies out of carefully saved 
pocket money – the first birthday present I ever bought for my mother. She wore it proudly 
for years and I found it carefully wrapped in cotton wool in a drawer after her death.

At the end of the row, a butcher appeared – Mr Keeling. My father was quite particular about 
where he bought the weekly joint each Saturday morning. For years, he went to Gurney’s in 
Heaton Moor and then to Brimelow’s in Levenshulme. He then decided to favour Mr Keeling
with his custom and, as he had done with all his previous butchers, he would march in and 
announce in a voice that carried round the shop that last week’s joint was “so tough, I could 
have soled my boots with it!” It became a standing joke with the various butchers, who 
mostly took it in good part. Whether it ever achieved the intended purpose and got him a 
better piece of meat, I have my doubts. Anyway, one week he went and found Mr Keeling’s 
shop closed. It remained closed and then boarded up without explanation for months and Dad
had to find a new butcher to annoy. We never found out what happened to Mr Keeling.

Just around to corner from The Acacias, on the corner of Crossley Road and Alexandra Drive 
was another shop frequented by the schoolchildren. It was a small bakery, which looked as if 
it had been converted from a private house (and indeed it was subsequently converted back to
one.) The shop did not sell very much. However, we discovered that the little elderly lady 
who ran it did sell small white bread cobs and tiny Hovis loaves, about four inches long and 
exact replicas of the larger ones that our mothers bought, but these costing one old penny 
each and perfect for a playtime snack. Bought before school, they were warm from the oven 
and smelled wonderful. We were her best customers! 

In addition to running through its grounds, and also having a nurses’ home two doors away 
from us in Grange Avenue, The Duchess of York Hospital for Babies (known simply as “The 
Babies’ Hospital”) played another part in my life. Presumably at the recommendation of our 
family doctor (or perhaps as the result of a school medical), it was decided that the National 
Health Service should give me elocution lessons. I wasn’t aware that there was anything 
actually wrong with the way that I enunciated words, but I duly turned up for a series of 
appointments at the Babies’ Hospital. My mother would sit in the corridor while I was 
collected by the fearsome Miss Pegg, and taken into her room. There, I was given various 
exercises including one with an unfathomable purpose – learning to pick up dried peas by 
sucking through a straw and to transfer them from one dish to another, and then back again. 
My curiosity soon overcame my fear of Miss Pegg, and she eventually complained to my 



mother that the appointments had a tendency to become one long question and answer session
as I noticed the various implements and equipment in her room and wanted to know what 
each was and its purpose. Eventually, Miss Pegg pronounced herself satisfied with the 
improvements in my speech, although I was not aware of any change, save for one. Miss 
Pegg left me with the habit of pronouncing words such as “bath” and “castle” with the 
elongated “a,” thus becoming “barth” and “carstle.” It resulted in some ridicule from my un-
elocutioned contemporaries, but not enough to cause me to abandon the habit, which seems to
have been passed on unintentionally to my own children.  

Outside school, I was a member of the Scout troop at St Margaret’s Church for a short time. I 
remember everyone being very respectful to the troop leader, who had the title “Bosun.” I 
was amazed to look at one of the badges that he wore which said that he had been a member 
of the Scout movement for an unbelievably large number of years. Neckers, woggles, belts 
and lanyards (we were unusual in that everyone had a white lanyard) would be removed for 
games, and then we waited, quivering, at the end of the evening for the command to put them
back on………….. “FIVE POINTS, FIRST PATROL.” We played Kim’s Game – 
memorising as many articles as possible and then seeing what we could recall – and British 
Bulldog on the Church field, banned these days due to “Elf and safety.”

My other regular visits from Levenshulme to Burnage were to go to the library and to the 
barber. I think the library then was a blue painted wooden building – always quiet and warm 
and with its unique smell of polish and books. I would visit the children’s section while my 
mother chose something from fiction and we would have our books stamped with the return 
date, which we would occasionally forget, and I would shamefacedly put my penalty coppers 
in the jar when we finally came back, trying to avoid the librarian’s stare.

Near to Burnage Library was a row of shops – just opposite St Margaret’s Church, and the 
shop nearest to the Library proclaimed over its door that within was “Louis” – the barber who
cut my hair and my father’s for a number of years. Upstairs was a ladies department, but 
downstairs was the single room where Louis (I never found out his real name; perhaps it 
really was “Louis”) plied his trade. During the years we went there, he always worked alone 
in his uniform of dark trousers and too-tight white jacket, the victim’s chair facing a rather 
home-made mirror and display unit in the centre of the shop. My father always went first, and
I would content myself with looking at the hairdressing magazines and the yellowing cut-out 
pictures pasted around the walls of film and pop star haircuts. Eventually, my turn would 
come and I would sit in the chair and solemnly ask for a “Tony Curtis” or an “Elvis Presley.” 
Louis would look at my father behind me, who, out of my sight, would wink and nod, and I 
would return home with the same “short back and sides” as usual, wondering whether I had 
failed to make my wishes clear, or whether Louis simply could not match the styles depicted 
around him. It was only years later that my father revealed the compact between him and the 
barber. If he was paying, his son would have the style he wanted! My father would always 
buy a bottle of greasy, perfumed Vaseline Hair Tonic, and I once spotted a bottle of pink 
Setting Lotion, and persuaded my father to buy it for me. I plastered this liberally on my hair 
later, and it set rock solid so that it felt as if I was wearing a helmet. It did nothing to improve



my short back and sides, and the bottle gathered dust in the bathroom cabinet until thrown out
years later.

In later professional life, I came across a legal case about whether Scientology could be said 
to be a religion for the purpose of gaining various charitable tax benefits. The judge remarked
that, as between religions, the law stands neutral, but assumes that any religion must be better
than none. Many years before that, my mother took much the same view, with the result that 
during my childhood I attended firstly the local Christian Science Church, then the C. of E. 
and then Burnage Congregational Church. The Congregational Church’s minister at the time 
was George Shaw, who lived near to us. (I think he and his wife lived in Scarisbrick Road.) 
However, their house had no garage, and the Shaws wanted one for their small black Ford 
Prefect car. Next door to us in Grange Avenue lived two sisters…with an empty garage. In 
spite of the fact that the sisters were devout Catholics, money was money, even if it came 
from a Congregational minister, and it was soon agreed that Mr Shaw could rent the sisters’ 
garage for his car. 

My father, being something of a DIY expert and the first port of call whenever the sisters 
wanted something doing, was asked to free the section of their front gate that had not been 
opened for years and to repair the trellis gates at the side of the sisters’ house so that they 
could be opened to admit the Shaws’ car. My father never received any money for the work 
that he carried out over the years for the sisters, but our family had a surprisingly regular 
supply of new shirts and part bolts of fabrics, which would just appear at our back door. One 
of the sisters worked for years in a large Manchester textile warehouse, but we didn’t ask 
questions beyond that. She was, after all, one of the most devout Catholics you could come 
across, walking the length of Burnage Lane to St Bernard’s twice on Sundays and several 
times during the week for Mass, and would have been more than familiar with the Eighth 
Commandment. Some things, like the proverbial sleeping dogs, are best just left, and Dad’s 
“wages” from next door were greatly appreciated in our family where there was not much 
money.

Anyway, however much of a leader of his flock Mr Shaw might have been, the power behind 
the throne was Mrs Shaw. We always knew when the car was being put in or removed from 
the garage next door. Mrs Shaw invariably accompanied her husband in this task and through 
closed doors and windows we would hear “GEORGE….STRAIGHT AHEAD……. 
GEORGE…..LEFT HAND DOWN……………. GEORGE…. MIND THE DUSTBIN !!!” 
My father and I would mimic the instructions unmercifully while my mother shook her head 
at us. The whole process of garaging or un-garaging the car would take some ten or fifteen 
minutes of her husband’s timorous driving, but Mrs Shaw’s stentorian instructions did the 
trick. Gate, trellis and dustbin remained intact, and after a few years, Mr Shaw departed with 
his wife to another ministry, the sisters’ gates rusted shut again and my father and I were 
deprived of our daily amusement.  



I went to The Acacias for six years and, looking back now across some fifty three years, it is 
clear that we all had the benefit of some excellent teaching in a very nurturing environment. 
The school prepared me and my contemporaries well for the next stages of our lives, and I 
look back on my time there (no doubt with the benefit of some rose-tinting!) with pleasure 
and gratitude.

Howard Self  

April 2018 


